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Unless you’ve been living underground for the past year, you’ve likely been exposed to some aspect of the

Napster saga. Maybe you caught some of the U.S. Congressional hearings on CNN. Maybe you’re one of

the twenty million people using the Napster service to exchange .MP3 music files with fellow Napsterites.

Perhaps, like a growing number of people, you believe that access to music on-demand is your birthright. I’m

pronouncing no judgements here.

Most capitalist democratic societies offer protection for the freedom of expression, but what happens

when that expression undermines the foundations upon which so many economic models have been built?

Copyright infringement is a matter for civil litigation so it can’t be directly compared against criminal sta-

tistics, however, most people do consider breaches of copyright to be, at least, immoral. So, how is it possible

that twenty million otherwise primarily law-abiding citizens (roughly ten times the current American prison

population) have been converted into borderline criminals in so short a time? Does it speak to an accelerat-

ing climate of moral decay or does it bear out what we, in the technology sector, have suspected for a long

time—that the convergence of digital technologies demands dynamic new business models that can cope

with the societal spin-offs of this turbulent development.

The storm resulting from the emergence of sharing technologies, like Napster, Scour and Gnutella, has

merely served to bring the issue to a tremendous thunderhead. And like all severe storms, there’s always a po-

tential for tornadic activity: evidence the Recording Industry Association of America’s (RIAA) legal whirlwind

efforts against Napster, Scour and MP3.com.

Obliquely contending that all the huffing and puffing is just
so much hot air, Ian Clarke, UK-based founder of Freenet
(freenet.sourceforge.com), has offered up this pithy quote:

“I was in the pub last night, and a guy asked me for a light for
his cigarette. I suddenly realized that there was a demand here
and money to be made, and so I agreed to light his cigarette for 10
pence, but I didn’t actually give him a light, I sold him a license
to burn his cigarette. My fire-license restricted him from giving
the light to anybody else. After all, that fire was my property. He
was drunk, and dismissing me as a loony, accepted my fire (and
by implication the licence which governed its use) anyway. Of
course in a matter of minutes I noticed a friend of his asking him
for a light and to my outrage he gave his cigarette to his friend
and pirated my fire! I was furious. I started to make my way over
to that side of the bar but to my added horror his friend then start-
ed to light other people’s cigarettes left, right, and centre! Before
long that whole side of the bar was enjoying MY fire without pay-
ing me anything. Enraged I went from person to person grabbing
their cigarettes from their hands, throwing them to the ground,
and stamping on them.

“Strangely the door staff exhibited no respect for my property
rights as they threw me out the door.”

INDUSTRY RESPONSE

Many zealous “music freedom fighters” would contend that it’s
really the recording industry’s own fault for leaving the door open
so wide. There have really been no safeguards in place to protect
the digital interests of copyright owners. I can’t help but agree.

We’ll all have to await the outcome of the Napster court case
to see what the eventual future of digital music will be, but that
hasn’t stopped everybody from discussing the merits of the case. 

One idea which I believe is central to the issue is whether the
recording industry can prove that Napster has demonstrated the
“intent” to facilitate unauthorized distribution of copyrighted mu-
sic. The company argues that there are legitimate uses for their
technology and that they support the rights of artists.

Another interesting aspect of the case will be proving that
Napster’s actions (intentional or otherwise) have damaged the in-
dustry. CD sales are actually up over last year.

It’s not as cut and dried as many might assume—and both
sides have put together legal teams that even O.J. would be proud
to employ. This may not end up being the decisive crucifixion
that many assume.

As a member of the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI—
note: Napster is also a member!), I have been privileged to watch
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the internal workings of an industry struggling to come to terms
with its own evolving market. Although it sometimes appears
that the RIAA is trying to close the barn door after the horse
has run off, I know that what transpires in the music mar-
ket will have an impact on the entire digital arts sector
for years to come.

So, while SDMI has focused its efforts primarily on
digital watermarking as a means of establishing pseudo-
parental control over its increasingly rebellious music
consumer, new architectures are being devised to house
these relationships under the umbrella of Digital Rights
Management, or simply, DRM.

THE HOUSE THAT DRM BUILT

Succinctly put, Digital Rights Management is the process of en-
suring that all the conditions pertaining to the use of copyrighted
digital work are met. So, if you make something really cool that
other people want to use, you should be able to create and en-
force a policy governing that use. Reasonable enough.

Rights policies may encompass such factors as creator com-
pensation, location and time of use, distribution and copying
rules, etc. Or, they may include none of the above. An artist
might want to create a song for people with eleven toes; eight of
which are on the left foot. Can you imagine hearing that song
playing in the midst of a crowd? Admit it. You’d be looking
around to see what kind of shoes everyone was wearing.

Most people view copyright notices with a certain brief degree
of disdain as they tear the wrappings from their newly purchased
media or software, but it’s incredible how creative you can get
with something as mundane sounding as a rights policy. In the
next two years, not only will rights policies become cool, they’ll fi-
nally be given full credit as important economic factors in their
own right. Supply and Demand look out!

Market Tracking International predicts that online music sales
will reach US$3.9 billion by 2004, and rise to 15-20% of the music
market by 2010.

New business models are developing right now — and they
will rock your digital world.

LIQUID 45S

Remember back to the 40s and 50s? Well, I don’t. But I do hear
tales of how North America’s teens changed the face and the
sound of popular music. How did they do that? Pennies at a time.

You see, there used to be a thing called a “45”. It revolved on a
turntable at forty-five revolutions per minute. It had one song on
each side and was much cheaper than a “78”, which held a lot
more music.

When a song came on the radio and those amplitude-modu-
lated tones struck a chord with the young, low-disposable-income
crowd, they besieged the local record shop and bought out all the
45s. They took them home, played them until the grooves were

worn right down—then they came back to the store and bought
’em all over again. Hot wax shaped that generation, and that gen-
eration shaped the world.

Remember back in the 70s when they stopped making 45s? I
do. I can recall hearing something wickedly cool on the radio and
running over to the record shop to buy a cassette tape. As far as I
was concerned, it cost too much because, in addition to the song I
liked, I had to buy all these other songs, too.

Well, the day of Liquid 45s has arrived. Hear music. Like mu-
sic. Download precise track. Pay small fee. Internet digital distri-
bution of music and DRM software is re-enabling the popular
music phenomenon.

UNLIMITED BUSINESS MODELS

As more and more of our tools and toys become “soft resources”,
there emerges the opportunity to effectively dictate the conditions
of their use. That’s the “glass half-empty” side of the ledger in the
opinion of most consumers—like buying a car and then discover-
ing that you’re only allowed to drive it on days of the week whose
names contain the letter “s”.

On the “glass half-full” side of the equation, you could pick up
the perpetual listening rights to a new Rolling Stones song merely
by buying a bag of Fritos and a Coke. Heck, you could even cut
that track to a personal compilation CD just because you bought
one of their other tracks.

The point is this: there’s going to be very little patience for ab-
surdly restrictive rights policies. Implementing a draconian rights
strategy would mean poor sales performance for the artists and
their record labels. Fans would simply revolt (notwithstanding the
unwittingly-revolting fans of Britney Spears). 

One innovative approach might be to identify some unique aspect of a
consumer and use that as a means of verification. How about fingerprints,
retinal scans, or DNA samples? Those are pretty unique, right? These 
types of biometric authenticators might be a little too unique. Imagine
telling a bunch of Montana-based NRA members that they need to put their
paw prints in somebody’s hidden database in order to download John
Wayne’s biography. 



DRM software makes all these new business models possible
because it imparts intelligence to the distribution and employ-
ment mechanisms of individual digital properties. By creating a
rights-compliant digital environment for the use of (for instance)
a Photoshop image, the average cost to the consumer is reduced;
there’s no “gray mark-up” to compensate for unauthorized distri-
bution, and digital delivery reduces manufacturer overhead to a
bare minimum.

NAPSTER’S UNBALANCED MODEL

The primary reason that recording industry reaction to Napster-
ism has swollen out of proportion to Joe Average’s perception of
the issue is that there was previously no recognized need for
proactive digital rights management. 

Songs have been distributed in unprotected formats for years.
But it wasn’t until MP3.com started offering digital downloads to
people ordering CDs from its site that things really started to spin
out of control. With millions of MP3 tracks suddenly available on
hard drives all over the world, it was only a matter of time before
someone figured out that you could use something like IRC (In-
ternet Relay Chat) to harvest the location of all these goodies and
create a central database of their hiding places on the Net. 

Enter Napster.
This is one very cool piece of software, a killer app if there

ever was one. The allure of being able to seamlessly trade digital
resources with other people is irresistible. The immediacy of the
concept brought people’s computers to life like never before. A
virtual neanderthal could sit at a keyboard and stammer out
“BRING MUSIC ME”—and it would happen! The quest for
fiery rhythms has never been less of a brainteaser.

Napster: Great distribution model. No revenue model.
No revenue model. No artist compensation. No good.

DRM DOLDRUMS

DRM software creates a rights-compliant condition for the use of
a digital work by establishing a secure environment for enabling
the pre-defined actions (play, read, print, copy, etc.) that are asso-
ciated with that file. Without the DRM software (which is invari-
ably a free download) you can’t access the desired digital materi-
al—it’s stored in an encrypted format.

Problem solved? Not by a longshot.
How does the DRM software know that you’re really who you

say you are? Rights policies involve three archetypal entities: the
rights owner, the consumer, and the digital file. The rights owner
and you agree that you will use said digital file in such-and-such a
fashion, yadda-yadda-yadda. 

Rights to a digital property are owned by one entity and li-
censed (by degrees) to another. The property is known. The rights
owner is known. You could be a variable entity, perhaps thou-
sands of people pretending to be you.

One solution might be to assign a password to access either the

Toronto-based Musicrypt.com Inc., founded in 1998 by music

industry veteran Cliff Hunt and technology investment advisor

David Staples, is focused on enabling user-friendly and respon-

sible Internet access to music. Hunt, Chairman of

Musicrypt.com, has more than 25 years’ experience in the mu-

sic industry, as both an artist and manager. Staples has been an

investment advisor specializing in technology for 16 years and

is a keyboard musician and composer. Musicrypt.com’s princi-

pal business is the provision of an enabling technology plat-

form for user-friendly secure downloading of music content

over the Internet. Musicrypt.com’s unique user-centric ap-

proach maximizes flexibility and security for the customer while

ensuring that music content providers are properly compensat-

ed for the use of their property.
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DRM software or the digital file. But passwords can be shared.
Another tack might be to identify you by the serial number of

your computer. Well, what if you have several computers and
wish to listen to those music files on any of them? Downloading
on the fast connection at work, but using those files at home
could be a real problem. Portability is a top consumer priority.

One innovative approach might be to identify some unique as-
pect of a consumer and use that as a means of verification. Some
systems would tie this to your credit card number. Not a very pop-
ular idea, as you can well imagine. Never mind that those numer-
al strings are hard to remember, most people have more than one
credit card, and they’re not crazy about typing that sensitive data
more often than is absolutely necessary.

How about fingerprints, retinal scans, or DNA samples? Those
are pretty unique, right? These types of biometric authenticators
might be a little too unique. Imagine telling a bunch of Montana-
based NRA members that they need to put their paw prints in
somebody’s hidden database in order to download John Wayne’s
biography. The Duke wouldn’t put up with that.

THE MOUNTIES’ MUSICAL RIDE

Not content to merely supply grappling arms for the world’s space
vehicles, Canada (in the form of a Toronto-area tech start-up) has
stepped forward with an all-Canadian solution to the worldwide
music dilemma. Whodathunkit?

At the aforementioned international SDMI conferences, I had
the pleasure of representing the interests of a small Canadian
company called Musicrypt.com Inc. which has assembled a very
nifty DRM system that satisfies all the industry and consumer re-
quirements at the same time. You can feel free to keep your grains
of salt at the ready, but you shouldn’t need them.

Samir Nanavati, a partner in the New York-based International
Biometric Group, applauds the real-world application of a non-in-
vasive commercial biometric solution.

“Security for digital content online has, in the past, focused on
using solutions such as encryption and simple passwords to pro-
tect consumer privacy and intellectual property rights,” says
Nanavati. “By actually authenticating a user, biometrics will pro-
vide the missing link to secure e-commerce transactions.”

Musicrypt, like many other DRM companies, can enable the
use of rights-protected digital media. But, unlike any other DRM,
Musicrypt’s system can accurately identify a user without compro-
mising their portability—or their privacy.

YOU ARE WHAT YOU TYPE

As recently reported in the New York Times, the company has
signed an exclusive music industry licensing agreement with an-
other Canadian company, Net Nanny Software International Inc.
of Vancouver, to employ their patented non-invasive biometric
technology in the Musicrypt DRM solution. Net Nanny’s
BioPassword software identifies users by a process called keystroke
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dynamics, which differentiates people by the way they type. And,
as unbelievable as that may sound, it works with even the most
unorthodox typing styles; I’d have to classify myself as a Northern
Double-Index Pecker, and please take that the right way.

The complex algorithm profiles typists based on their highly
individual rhythms and tendencies. You can vary the rate at
which you type, but the patterns remain consistent. Because the
system also institutes a definable “matching tolerance”, it can be
adjusted for tighter security, or loosened to accommodate key-
board neophytes and even children.

On the typical commercial tolerance setting, BioPassword can
separate you from 98% of the population. In conjunction with a
simple password and an e-mail address, this presents an extreme-
ly effective countermeasure against password sharing, password
cracking and unauthorized distribution. 

The first time using the system, it asks you to type in your cho-
sen password and your e-mail address several times so it can get
your “vibe”. After that, you’re all set up and ready to exercise your
digital rights. No additional hardware is required and you can in-
stall the free software on any machine you like and access any
Musicrypt-protected resource for which you’re licensed—from
anywhere in the world.

And, if you really hate typing, you just pick your favourite
computer and select it as your default machine. So whenever
you’re on that CPU, you won’t have to log-in at the start of a ses-
sion just to listen to your music or to burn a CD.

Additionally, Musicrypt’s business modelling application can
enable unique rights conditions, such as household rights, affinity
group sharing, educational licensing, portable device uploading,
live streaming, free plays, micropayments, event licensing, CD
authoring, etc.—all governed by the rights policy under which
the license was acquired.

Very cool, and very Canadian.

SHARING REBORN

The Networked Sharing Model for music distribution has been
conspicuously ill-defined. Can a reformed version of Napsterism
succeed?

This is one of the most fervent theo-musical discussions going.
The power of the Internet is incredibly seductive. The mystique
of music, so ingrained in human culture through thousands of
years of celebration and contemplation, affects each of us at a pro-
found level—whether or not we’re conscious of its effects.

Many of us, having grown up surrounded by the pervasive har-
monies of ubiquitous media, feel a certain entitlement to the mu-
sic that resonates within us. 

Sharing can work as long as the rights owner and the con-
sumer can come to terms. Some DRM solutions can offer a de-
finable number of free plays before purchase, unlimited free plays
until a certain date, customized broadcast/pointcast mixes, or
wide-open subscription-based flat-fee-per-month services. Whatso-

ever be agreed between them, DRM shall make it so. This is the
perfect milieu for those who like to make up the rules as they go
along.

At the moment, music is a hotbed of digital rights modelling
activities, but e-books are running a close second. 

How long can it be before other digital arts and other soft re-
sources are affected? The notion of rights management for fonts
springs immediately to mind.

And what about other graphic software and materials? You can
certainly bet that companies like Adobe are looking very closely at
the Napster phenomenon. 

Imagine. You’re at your friend’s design shop, watching over
her shoulder as she does some really cool work in the new version
of InDesign. Cool! In a DRM world, you wouldn’t think twice
about asking her to put a copy of the application installer on your
disk so you can take it back to your office and work with it. Not at
all. And it wouldn’t even be the slightest bit illegal, because the
company would want you to copy the software.

Insane? Nope, just really nifty. You take the software to your
place, install it, and the program contacts a special website on the
Internet where you register for a trial period. Because the pro-
gram runs inside a rights-compliant environment, you can’t cheat
by turning your clock back, so the company doesn’t mind if you
have a fully working version of the product. If, at the end of the

Net Nanny Software
International 
Net Nanny Software International Inc., a publicly traded

company with headquarters and subsidiaries in the United

States and Canada, specializes in Internet safety and com-

puter security prod-

ucts. Its flagship

product, Net Nanny,

was the first Internet

filtering and child

safety software product of its kind to ship, in January 1995.

Net Nanny also ships another security-related product, PC

Nanny, and is refining an early beta of BioPassword, a

patented “keystroke dynamics” biometric technology. It is

also field-testing an early beta of BioPassword Log On for

Windows NT, the first product incorporating the software-

only technology.

continued on page 35



YOU CAN PAY FOR IT IN ADVANCE. 
This is typical of most anything that comes in a shrink-wrapped box.
After all, there are packaging, sales and distribution costs that must
be accounted for. 

This business model treats software like a physical product. It’s
tempting to consider it as such since the bits and bytes that make
up the “product” are attached to a disc of some sort. The price
range of these products can be anything from $20 to $20,000—or
more.

YOU CAN PAY FOR IT AFTER YOU TRY IT. 
There are two flavours here. The shareware concept depends on the
fact that people like to share things with each other. The free demo
model is based either on limited functionality or stale dating; where-
by full (or continued) use is predicated upon the purchase of a prop-
er license from the vendor. 

Free demos more strictly mandate the eventual purchase of the
“product”, while shareware vendors hope that you’ll like the soft-
ware so much that you won’t mind paying a reasonable fee to be a
registered user. The price of free demo products can range all over
the map, but shareware is usually limited to less than $50.

YOU CAN PAY AS YOU PLAY. 
This is the ultimate solution for people that can’t make up their
minds. A new breed of vendors called Application Service Providers
(ASPs) can allow you to use networked software for as long as you
need it, without having to shell out for the complete product. This is
a novel idea which has its own unique benefits and drawbacks. 

On the upside…
You don’t have to worry about having the latest update since

you’ll always be using the latest version. 
Help is just a phone call (or e-mail) away. 
No one can “walk off” with your original discs. 
The use of specialized applications can be limited to authorised

personnel only. 
You don’t have to cough up big bucks just to find out that you

don’t like the application, or that it’s simply not suitable for your
purposes. 

There is limited risk, because the purchase is limited to the ex-
tent that you might use the product. 

This is great for those times that you need a certain piece of soft-

ware for a “special project”, after which time, you don’t expect that
you’ll ever use it again.

On the downside…
You must enter into an e-commerce relationship with the Appli-

cation Service Provider — some people are uncomfortable with this
concept since most e-commerce vendors require an open credit-
card-based account. 

Some people prefer to own a disc full of software, just like they
prefer to own, rather than lease, their cars. (Note: When it comes to
software, regardless of how it comes into your possession, you nev-
er really own it. You just purchase a license to use it.) 

When you have physical discs in your hands, it’s pretty easy to
re-load an older version of the software if you like that one better
than the new one—ASPs may upgrade everyone to the new version
at the same time, and only offer earlier alternate versions if there’s a
sufficient outcry from the user population. 

Many ASPs require that you have a persistent network connec-
tion in place in order to use the software. This may represent a sin-
gle point of failure should your ISP (Internet Service Provider) sud-
denly drop your connection for a brief (or extended) time.

The price tag on ASP-supplied software will vary dramatically,
based upon the original software development, any sub-licenses
that must be paid, and the cost of providing the service in the first
place. Some ASPs will offer a perpetual use license once you exceed
a certain payment level for a particular product, but most will not.

YOU CAN USE THE SOFTWARE BUT 

NOT PAY FOR IT. 
Without breaking (or even bending) the accompanying license, free-
ware will allow you to use a piece of software completely without
charge. 

The usual simple demands inherent in these licenses are as fol-
lows: You can’t resell the software to someone else. You can’t re-
move the licensing information because the authors are remunerat-
ed only in recognition for creating the software. Some of these pack-
ages allow you to modify the software, others do not. The quality of
these products is extremely varied; some are worth their KBs in
gold, others aren’t worth the space they take up on your hard drive.
Read the licenses and attached bug-related information. Exercise
caution. But, if you find a real gem, you definitely can’t beat the
price.

S H R I N K W R A P  I S  A N  E N D A N G E R E D  S P E C I E S

Each of the following categories describes a particular way of buying software, and each business model may accommodate everything from

complex applications to utilities to fonts to component art (images/audio/video which may be incorporated into electronic designs but not

directly resold in their original form) to music and other entertainment products.

People have become very used to “buying” software in packages, but all that is going to change very soon. Electronic distribution is just

too attractive and too economical to ignore for much longer. It’s my prediction (and I don’t have to be Kreskin just to state the obvious) that

shrink-wrapped software will be an anomaly within five years.

Graphic Arts Software 
Licensing Primer
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trial, you’d like to extend the term for another month, you’d just
pay a small fee for the privilege—in fact, you could keep doing
that until you paid for perpetual use of the product!

Oh, the joy of not shelling out major coin for a program you
need for a particular job, but might use only once. The days of ag-
onizing over which application to buy will be over. You’ll simply
get (or borrow) one of each.

Now if you were to add non-invasive biometrics to that idea,
you’d be able to install the program at home, too, because the
software would know that it’s really you—and not five thousand of
your closest friends using your password.

One of these days, you might just buy an Adobe or Quark soft-
ware subscription. Or a music subscription. All the digital action
you can handle for a low monthly fee.

The ultimate impact of Napster might be that it will change
forever the way that people perceive digital resources. Regardless
of what happens in court, the music industry has already gone
through a conversion of sorts, and the digital world is filling up
with file-toting evangelists. 

And guess what? The crusade is coming soon to a vertical mar-
ket near you.

ZEN MUSIC

Who owns a note 

unplayed?

Who owns a note released

into the air?

Who owns a note once-

played, then recorded and

locked away?

The cool thing about
biometrics is that you
yourself become the key
that unlocks the music
experience.

Shane Steinman is president

of ArchAngel Media Inc. (www.archangel.net), vice president of technology

for Musicrypt.com Inc. (www.musicrypt.com), project head of Magazines

Canada’s Digital Magazine Advertising Canadian Specifications initiative

(www.dMACS.org), director of Tube-E Communications Inc.

(www.tube.com), and a member of the recording industry’s Secure Digital

Music Initiative (www.SDMI.org). He may be contacted at

shane@archangel.net.

Interesting sites....
intertrust.com

musicrypt.com

biopassword.com

napster.com

riaa.org

sdmi.org

continued from page 31

You take the software to your
place, install it, and the
program contacts a special
website on the Internet where
you register for a trial period.
Because the program runs
inside a rights-compliant
environment, you can’t cheat
by turning your clock back, so
the company doesn’t mind if
you have a fully working
version of the product.


